Announcing the Fourth Annual
Competition for the SGF PRIZE.
In cooperation with the College of Architecture, Georgia Institute of Technology and the
Atlanta Chapter, American Institute of Architects,
Southern GF Company proudly offers the 1977
SGF PRIZE. Eligibility is open to advanced students in the College of Architecture. Winners will
be formally announced at the annual meeting of
the Atlanta Chapter, AIA. The winner will be
awarded $2500; the runner-up $1000. An additional $2500 will be provided to the College for
the supervision of the project, including selection
of the Prize Jury.

The jury consists of the Faculty and the following from the Profession: James H. Finch FAIA,
Finch Alexander Barnes Rothschild and Paschal
Architects; Joseph Amisano FAIA, Toombs
Amisano and Wells Architects/Planners; Thomas
W Ventulett, III AIA, Thompson Ventulett &
Stainback, Architects; Pershing Wong AIA, I.M.
Pei & Partners, New York. The SGF PRIZE Advisory Board includes: Jerome M. Cooper FAIA,
Cooper Carry Associates; Joseph N. Smith FAIA,
Assistant Director, College of Architecture, Georgia Tech.; Herbert Cohen President, Southern
GF Company.
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Letters
To the Editors:
I have read the March edition of the
Alumni Magazine with great interest. I
wish to add my compliments to the many
others you must have received by now.
All alumni of my time remember with the
greatest affection the wonderful "teachers" we had and the effect they had on
their lives. Their dedication left a debt
we can never repay. Perhaps this is why
so many alumni send what they can each
year.
May I tell you that I was very impressed by Prof. Aranson's "The Enemies
of Capitalism are Dangerous and Silly!"
Only at Tech would such a paper be
written.
My only objection is on the wording
beginning on the second page at the
seventh paragraph on that page. He
started, "Consider step one: to take over
as many state and local political party
organizations as possible".
Though this is what he must mean, I
feel he should temper this a little. Not
use the words "take over". This sounds
like the way the press describes how the
Mafia or other unsavory people "take
over" the political parties. Why not say
"attempt to convince them (the political
parties) of the value of taxpaying, wage
paying, industry to their constituents".
All politicians love to "help the voters".
Howard J. Stemm
I very much enjoyed the article about
Edward Emil David in the March issue.
It is indeed gratifying to see in the
face of this distinguished and learned
alumnus the same mischievous twinkle we
saw in Eddie's face in the seventh grade.
Fred Cawthon
ME '51
I have just read this month's Viewpoint:
"Capitalism's enemies .. ." by Peter H.
Aranson. The conflicts between free enterprise and government regulation are
many and certainly require examination:
it is unfortunate that you saw fit to
publish such a shallow and mindless discourse on the subject. Aranson says that
there is government regulation and then
proceeds to develop a detailed plan for the
business take over of the political system
to dismantle the bureaucracy. But where
is there a discussion of why we have
government regulation? He mentions
"neurotic 'ecology' legislation" and worker
safety, but does not say why we do not
need it. Is he in favor of injuring workers
and polluted streams?
We alumni certainly deserve better than
the rantings of the likes of Aranson.
Shame on you for pandering such drivel
on us.
Thomas C. Leslie
NOVEMBER 1976

I want to commend your publication for
carrying Dr. Peter H. Aranson's article
about "The Enemies of Capitalism . . ."
This was a fantastic article and it carries
the answer to many of the urgent problems facing our country today. I am
pleased to know that we have persons of
Dr. Aranson's stature serving on our
faculty. I hope that you will continue this
kind of copy in future issues.
Phillip A. Thomas
BE'46
Dr. Peter Aranson's "The Enemies of
Capitalism are Dangerous and Silly" is
the most important article I have read in
any publication received from Georgia
Tech or its alumni organization. It is my
opinion that Dr. Aranson has not exaggerated our danger of losing the free enterprise system, and he has presented a
novel and perhaps practical approach to
reversing a trend that has rarely, if ever,
been reversed in recorded history.
William A. Culpepper
IM '55
Congratulations to the Alumni Magazine and to Prof. Aranson for publishing
that splendid article of his in the current
issue.
Not only was it delightful reading, it
was also full of good sense.
I. Austin White
'34
I like the magazine and format as other
alumni do. I liked particularly the reporting job by Bill Seddon on "The President
and His Men" in the March issue.
While I am not opposed to freedom
of speech or of the press, I found Dr.
Aranson's "viewpoint" article very disturbing. If his "study of government inefficiency" is being conducted with the
kind of scientific disinterest shown in his
article, then whoever is paying for the
study might as well flush his money and
let Dr. Aranson write up his preconceived
notions in short order.
It seems to me that Dr. Aranson, as a
self-proclaimed political scientist, has engaged in the worst kind of political
demagoguery by denouncing and labeling
as "silly" and "neurotic" all opposing
points of view. At a time in our history
when a few voices are finally beginning
to be heard on behalf of what Aranson
calls "some mythical disembodied 'public
interest'," he seems to see that as a
frightening threat to "free enterprise". If
I understand his notion of free enterprise,
it deserves to be threatened. Perhaps his
hidden concerns are that, since the very
large businesses are now having less success in buying favorable legislation, and

since a few ridiculous people have figured
out that some natural resources are indeed
limited and are worth conserving, and
since a handful of non-business types are
concerned about the quality of life, then
the only way to put a stop to such nonsense is for "business" to own political
parties, votes, and local and national governments. Only in that way, he seems to
conclude, can "free enterprise" survive
and, incidentally, eliminate the idiocy that
all those "strange people" in Oregon have
chosen as "hell on earth" because of their
"immature and unstructured minds." If
that's to be the price of "free" enterprise,
then .. . but what the hell; nothing's really
free, is it?
Richard M. Bramblett,
Ph.D.
ISYE '61
The characteristics that I have most
admired through my years of association
with Tech is the pride which inspires the
pursuit of excellence in all of its programs. I must express my congratulations
and admiration for the Georgia Tech
Alumni Magazine and hope that the excellence reflected in the entire publication
brings you, the staff, and Tech muchdeserved recognition.
As for the March issue, Dr. Aranson's
Viewpoint is a concise, understandable
battlecry sounded against unconstructive
criticism and ignorance of the real workings of the governmental systems of this
country. Only through dialogue, development of the "language", and education
can we promote a reawakening of identity
of this country. This essay should be part
of the curriculum.
Dave Kaplan's article is not only excellent as a piece of journalism but pays
deserved tribute to Coach Morrison and
the basketball team. I regularly travel to
Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina,
where basketball is the sport, and when
Tech is mentioned, everyone has expressed amazement and respect for the
teamwork, guts, and spirit of our team.
In the true spirit of sport, as practiced
among gentlemen, we are number one.
The short feature on the Techwood
Tutorial Project was outstanding, and
copies of my copy are now posted on
several bulletin boards. Well done!
Allen Walters
IE '69
My reaction to the March, 1976, Viewpoint ("The Enemies of Capitalism are
Dangerous and Silly") was a mixture of
incredulity and disgust. I was indredulous
that an obvious anti-intellectual such as
Peter H. Aranson holds an associate professorship at Georgia Tech and disgusted
(Continued on next page)
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that he was "invited" to air his reactionary
theories in the Alumni Magazine. The
article was totally devoid of any rational
content, and I seriously doubt that any of
the "Fortune 500" would choose Aranson
as its spokesman. Assuming that Dr.
Aranson considers himself to be one of
the "productive citizens" for whom he
feels so much sympathy, I wonder what he
claims to have produced beyond the mountain of verbal horse manure represented
by this article?
I trust that with the number of distinguished alumni and faculty members
capable of contributing meaningful articles, we won't be subjected to this type
of "dangerous and silly" article in the
future.
James R. Thomson
Physics, '69

ENGINEERS
Building your career is the most important task you'll ever undertake. A results oriented
job search must be well organized and methodically planned. The Lendman Associates Career
Conference System does exactly that.

Lendman Associates
Career Conferences
In the past nine years, Lendman Associates has conducted over 500 Career Conferences,
resulting in more than 20,000 hires. The Career Conferences are cost-free "hiring conventions"
which bring the corporate recruiters of many companies together in a luxury convention hotel
environment with job applicants possessing at least a four year college degree.
The companies interview fpr positions ranging from entry to mid level management. To
assist you in your job search, the Lendman Career.Planning Office sponsors several cost-free
JOB SEARCH SEMINARS prior to each scheduled conference, touching upon these
important topics:
• effective resumes
• realistic salary expectations
• developing occupational goals
• effective interviewing
• marketing your product
The strength of the Career Conference System is its simplicity. There are no dotted lines
to sign, and participation involves no commitment or obligation. The Conference simply
serves to centralize the interviewing and hiring function by bringing job applicants together
with hiring companies in an environment conducive to results. Over 2000 major companies
utilize the Conference System, representing a broad range of career opportunities within
many diverse industries.
^.
Lendman Associates will conduct 86 Career Conferences nationwide in 1977. The
following is a calendar of the programs taking place in the Southeast for the remainder of
1976 and all of 1977.
1976
Nov. 12-13 Atlanta
Dec. 9-10 Atlanta
1977
Jan. 20-21 Atlanta
Feb. 11-12 Cincinnati
Feb. 25-26 Atlanta

Mar. 25-26 Atlanta
Apr. 22-23 Atlanta
May 20-21 Atlanta
June 2-3 Cincinnati
June 24-25 Atlanta
July 14-15 Atlanta

July 29-30 Cincinnati
Aug. 19-20 Atlanta
Sept. 16-17 Cincinnati
Sept. 30/Oct. 1 Atlanta
Oct. 21-22 Cincinnati
Nov. 4-5 Atlanta
Dec. 2-3 Atlanta

Fpr information about the Conferences, contact:
Mr. Walt Strother
Lendman Associates
1
\
Southeast Regional Office
1945 The Exchange. Suite 275
Atlanta, Georgia 50339
(404) 433-0822

ELa
LENDMAN
ASSOCIATES

WE VE MADE ACAREER O f INTRODUCING GREAT PEOPLE TO EACH OTHER
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You have lifted my stone of concern
and made my spirits soar with the color
photo of Dr. Pettit, standing tall and pert
with the old Tech tower symbolically
pointing straight up behind him.
We have indeed caught us a leprechaun
and have been most fortunate* to hold
onto his coattail for four good years. May
we be able to hold onto him for many
more years to come.
From the first picture I saw of him,
published in Atlanta papers announcing
his selection as President of Georgia Tech,
thru the first three of five black and white
photos in this March 1976, issue I had
the feeling we had us a morose man who
would honestly do the best he could for
us but with no joy in the effort. Looking
back from the cover photo thru the two
on page 8, I can now see that the sober
mien he presents to the news camera is
like the leaden casket which promised
only what the chooser deserved and is no
representation of the man and his real
spirit and worth.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart
from this 1929 graduate of "Dr. Brittain's
North Avenue School for Boys". The
student body was younger then, from 16
to 22. We worked hard, at least 20 hours
each of classroom and lab per week
which meant Saturday morning classes except for very rare schedules. But we let
off steam before exploding with water
battles in old Knowles, disruptive snake
dances thru Five Points under the baleful
eyes of Atlanta's finest, rode the top level
of the Spring Street double-decker buses
in coldest weather and could always count
on Dr. Brittain to come to bat for us and
see that we got no more than our just
punishment.
Some day, with my usual good luck, my
path will lead me across in front of Dr.
Pettit and I will have the opportunity to
shake his hand and tell him how much I
(we) appreciate him and his leadership.
Walter E. Burton
CE '29

Georgia
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Our cover is a rendering of the new solar thermal test
fadl'ty now under construction on the Tech campus.
The structure will be the first of its type in the country.
The array of over 500 mirrors will reflect sunlight up
into the tall, street-lamp-looking object, the solar
receiver. The temperature in the receiver will reach
1100° Fahrenheit, hot enough to convert water to
superheated steam through a heat exchanger process.
The cover artist is Martha E. Clayton of the Solar
Energy and Materials Technology Division of the
Engineering Experiment Station on the Tech campus.
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Term Expires 1977
Richard B. Bell, '61; Henry F . McCamish,
Jr., '50; David M. McKenney, '60; James
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Dr. J. R. Williams stands with his demonstration model of a faceted fixed mirror concentrator.
quantity of process heat (at 500°F) thus far produced by this type collector.

This model provides
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The Future is Bright For
Solar Energy at Tech
u

By EDWARD M. PEABODY

SNAP YOUR FINGERS.

In the time it took you to snap your
fingers, more energy left the surface
of the sun than man has used since
history began.
The sun is a gigantic thermonuclear
furnace which radiates 70,000 horsepower of energy per yard of the sun's
surface. Of course the earth only receives a small portion of this energy
in the form of heat and light: a little
more than two-billionths. Yet in just
three days the sun showers the earth
with energy equivalent to all of the
energy stored in our fossil fuels. According to one estimate, all the homes
on earth could be powered by the
amount of light that falls on Los
Angeles.
Solar energy is abundant. And it is
pollution free. There will never be a
"solar spill" to foul our beaches or a
"solar leak" to spread radiation.
Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr. is the
head of the Energy Research and Development Administration ( E R D A ) .
He puts it this way: "Solar energy is,
in many ways, the 'white hat' of energy
sources, clean and boundless. We're
accelerating its development, in all its
forms. But to make solar energy economically competitive will require
good, hard-nosed engineering."
Economically competitive. That's the
rub. Solar energy is as free as sunlight,
but it's expensive. Cost realities currently cloud the bright future of energy
from the sun. As is often the case with
new ideas, it is up to the engineer, the
scientist and the technological entrepreneur to make the concept feasible.
Solar energy experts are optimistic,
but cautious. Dr. A. L. Shrier manages solar-related projects for Exxon
Enterprises. He says, "At a casual
glance the opportunities for applying
solar energy seem quite simple. Yet
seldom do the accompanying problems
yield easy, economical or socially acceptable solutions. That said, I do

believe that the practical uses of solar
energy will increase. For some application, the future has arrived."
There can be no doubt that solar
energy has arrived just in time. The
"energy crisis" is upon us. And even if
public awareness and interest may wane
as we gradually get used to the high
cost of gasoline and other forms of
energy, the problem will not go away.
Our stockpile of fossil fuel is decreasing every day. As an institution concerned with preparing for tomorrow's
needs in technology, and concerned
with training tomorrow's technologists,
Georgia Tech is a national leader in the
study and development of solar energy
as a prime solution to the energy
problem.
Tech's Undergraduates can be glad
that they are at solar-energy-conscious
Tech now. During their working lifetime, over the next forty-five years,
solar energy will likely increase until it
accounts for almost 25 percent of
America's total energy needs. Solar
energy will be, according to one ERDA
scenario, one of four sources of energy
that will cluster at just under the 25
percent level. The other major sources
will be petroleum, nuclear and coal.
Natural gas, geothermal and hydropower will each play a lesser role. Fortune magazine recently speculated that
power from the sun could become the
"biggest economic development since
the automobile."
Georgia Tech will be a part of this
development. Tech is already engaged
in a wide range of research projects in
the solar energy field.
Man has always been intrigued by
the power of the sun. In many cultures,
the sun was worshiped as the giver of
all life. Centuries of progress have
changed our point of reference but not
the conclusion. Life would be impossible without the sun. The wind, fossil
(Continued on next page)
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This cutaway diagram shows a home equipped with a solar heating system with
an auxiliary heat pump for extended overcast periods. This home is located
in the new town of Shenandoah,
Georgia.

fuels, even the wood we burn in the
fireplace, all come from the sun.
The Greek mathematician, Archimedes, was supposed to have set fire
to an enemy's ships by concentrating
the rays of the sun with large metal
reflectors. French chemist Antoine
Lavoisier, another name well known to
Tech graduates, aligned two lenses and
was able to produce temperatures over
3,000 degrees Fahrenheit during the
late eighteenth century.
The ancient Indians of the Southwest
built their cliff dwellings in such a way
as to take advantage of a warm southern exposure, another example of using
solar energy. The same concept was
expressed by the Greek Xenophon,
2,400 years ago: "The sun's rays penetrate into the porticoes in winter, but
in summer the path of the sun is right
over our heads . . . build the south
side loftier to get the winter sun and
the north side lower, to keep out the
cold winds."
Of course farmers have always depended on the sun to grow their crops,
and then to dry them for storage.
However, solar energy has not played
a major role in providing modern energy needs. The advent of cheap coal
in the nineteenth century was followed
by cheap petroleum and natural gas
in the first two-thirds of our own. A
faithful few championed solar energy
all along, but it was not until the energy
crisis hit the public consciousness a few
years ago that solar energy research
and development began to gear up.
Now, as we look closer at this energy
source, we find it takes a wide variety
of forms.
One example of solar energy is bioconversion. This is nothing more than
burning organic material to produce
heat which can, in turn, be changed
into electricity. The twist is this. Geneticists hope to be able to create strains
of certain plants, such as cottonwood,
poplar or eucalyptus, that have a high
ratio of energy output to length of
time required to grow. Dr. Szego of
InterTechnology Corporation believes
there may even be certain fast growing
grasses that could become "BTU
bushes" and be grown in vast "energy
plantations." BTU stands for British
thermal unit, a measure of heat energy.
The fastest growing plant is the giant
These three solar energy experiments
are
located on the Mechanical Engineering Building. In front is a point focusing
collector,
in the rear is a small linear plate collector.
At right is a flat plate collector.

(continued)

seaweed, kelp, which sometimes grows
at the rate of two feet per day. The
crops from an ocean kelp farm could
be fermented to produce methane or
alcohol for fuel. This is another example of bioconversion.
A fascinating concept for the distant
future is the direct conversion of sunlight to electricity using photosynthesis,
the basic process of life in plants. The
University of California's Laboratory
of Chemical Biodynamics has demonstrated this process experimentally.
The practical use of photosynthesis to
produce energy is remote. But the passive use of solar energy for our homes
is with us today.
Xenophon's advice for building
houses with lofty southern exposures is
an example of the passive use of solar
energy. Today more and more architects are incorporating energy-saving
ideas into their new home plans. Some
of these ideas arc simplicity itself. For
example, plant leaf-bearing trees on the
southern side of your home. In the
summer they will give shade. In the
winter, when the sun is low in the
southern sky. the bare limbs will let
the sun shine in. By the same token,
windows on the south side should be
recessed. This way in the summer, when
the sun is high, sunlight will be excluded, but in the winter, the low sun
can enter and warm a room.
On the north side, plant evergreens
to help cut the winter wind. Earth
banked against the north walls will
reduce the home's northern exposure.
Windows are problem areas because
they lose heat. They should be kept to
a minimum on the north side of the
house. Of course, everyone is aware of
the need for proper insulation.
Perhaps someday all houses will be
built utilizing these concepts for the
passive use of solar energy. "Passive"
homes may obtain up to 30 percent of
their heat from the sun, but to be truly
efficient, active use of solar energy
must be used.
It is estimated that about 17 percent
of the nation's total fuel bill is spent
on space heating and cooling. Hot
water production accounts for another
4 percent. It is here that the active use
of solar energy could result in tremendous savings. For example, if only 10
percent of all new homes built in the
United States were to get three-fourths
of their heating requirements from the
sun, the savings in energy would equal
102 million gallons of oil per year.
According to Dr. J. Richard WilNOVEMBER 1976

liams, Tech's associate dean of the
College of Engineering and a leading
authority on solar energy, the technology for the active use of solar energy is available to home owners now.
"Solar energy systems for heating and
hot water will probably never be
cheaper than they are today," he says.
The basic components, such as pumps,
pipes, valves, insulation and tanks are
increasing in price, he says.
The active use of solar energy to heat
and cool a home and provide its hot
water takes the form of a solar collector. A typical collector is a large, flat,
box-like object which is oriented so that
the large top or face of the box is in
direct sunlight. Often this means it is
situated on the south side of the roof
of the building, and tilted at an angle
roughly equal to the latitude of the
location.
The interior of the collector is arranged like a sandwich. A typical collector might have these components.
The top layer is clear glass. Next there
is a layer of dead air, followed by
another piece of glass. The next layer
is blackened copper to which is attached
an array of copper water tubing. The
color black absorbs heat, much as black
asphalt paving becomes unbearably hot
on a summer afternoon. The doubleglass insulation holds the heat like a
dark, closed car parked in the sun. The
back of the box is heavily insulated.
Water circulates through the collector and is heated by the sun. If the
collector is used to produce hot water,
then the job is done unless the water
isn't hot enough. Then conventional
means can be used to raise the heat to
the desired temperature.
The warmed water can also be used
to heat air space. One solar pioneer,
Dr. Harry Thomason, does it this way.
There is a 60 by 15-foot array of
solar collectors mounted on the roof of
his Maryland home. These 30 collectors
warm water to 100 degrees Fahrenheit,
and then the water is circulated to a
1600-gallon tank in his cellar. The tank
is surrounded by 50 tons of egg-size
stones, which are heated by contact with
the warmed tank. When the heat has
transferred to the stones, and the water
temperature is about 65 degrees, the
water is pumped back to the roof to be
heated again. Meanwhile an electric
fan blows air over the warmed rocks
and the warm air is pumped to the
rooms through ceiling-level slits in the
walls. Cool air is drawn off via floorlevel slits and reheated.
Of course there has to be a back-up

system in case of prolonged cold or
cloudy weather, but Dr. Thomason's
$2,000 solar energy system saves him
about $350 a year and has paid for
itself in seven years.
Another method of using hot water
from a solar collector heats the air by
blowing it over hot water coils. Other
methods are being tested around the
country. Dr. George Lof has for the
last 18 years provided for one-third of
the heating of his house in Denver with
a maintenance-free, simple, hot-air collector. Dr. Lof is a professor at Colorado State University, and is also vicepresident of a firm that has provided
over 50 Denver area buildings with
solar systems that supply up to threefourths of their heating and hot water
needs.
But you don't have to go far afield
to find examples of solar energy at
work in residential buildings. Kerry
Keith of Roswell used 216 square feet
of solar collectors with a 4,000-gallon
steel underground storage tank to provide about 70 percent of the heating
for his home. lohn Merck of Marietta
constructed a 240 square foot collector
on his home to provide about 70 percent of his heating demand. He used
two aircraft dump tanks of 450 gallons
each for his heat storage. Jim Stephens
of Stone Mountain installed an 800
square foot collector on his home and
uses a concrete tank for heat storage.
John Burrow of LaFayette uses 500
square feet of collectors and a 1600gallon storage tank to provide 75 percent of his heating requirements.
Dr. Peter Glaser, a solar engineer
at the Arther D. Little research firm
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, urges
caution to those who want to install
a solar collector system. He says that
they are going to be less expensive, at
least in the mass produced versions, in
three to five years. But he agrees with
Dr. Williams that you could "do-ityourself" now and save. And Dr. Williams says, "Any enterprising individual
who is sufficiently skilled in carpentry,
plumbing and electrical work to add a
room Or finish a basement can install a
solar system."
Here at Tech, scientists and research
engineers are involved in studies of test
data from solar collectors installed on
the roof of Towns Elementary school
in Atlanta. The 32,000 square foot
building uses 10,000 square feet of flat
plate solar collectors (576 units) oriented south and placed at a 45 degree
(Continued on next page)
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angle. Aluminum reflectors direct additional sunlight to the collectors. The
school is expected to receive 60 percent
of its heating and 60 percent of its
cooling from this system. In mid-winter
the circulating water from the collectors
have an average temperature of 140
degrees Fahrenheit and in mid-summer
the average is 200 degrees.
The solar collector concept is also in
use at the just-finished community center in Shenandoah, Georgia, 26 miles
southwest of Atlanta. The system was
designed and engineered by Georgia
Tech under a contract awarded by
ERDA. The roofing of the building is
covered with 10,500 square feet of
flat plate collectors augmented by
14,000 square feet of polished aluminum reflectors. The solar collectors
are factory-assembled for low-cost installation and will yield temperatures
up to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. The system is expected to provide, over 90
percent of the total energy required for
winter heating and 60 percent of the
energy required for summer cooling.
Hot water will also be provided by
the system, and an adjacent outdoor
swimming pool will be heated in the
spring and fall.
Hot water storage for the Shenandoah building is provided by a 15,000
gallon tank. Cold water will be stored
in two 30,000 tanks. According to Dr.
Williams, the Shenandoah Community
Center is the world's largest solar
heated and air conditioned building.
Flat plate collectors rarely push the
temperature above 200 degrees. Steam
boilers used to generate electricity need
about 1000 degrees Fahrenheit to operate. If you want to use sunlight to
run a steam generator to produce electricity, you have to do what Archimedes and Lavoisier did: concentrate the
sun's rays.
Concentrating the sun's rays is exactly what the Odeillo solar furnace
does. Built in the 1960's in the Pyrenees
in France, a seven-story-high array of
9,500 mirrors focuses the sun on one
spot. That spot reaches temperatures of
over 7,000 degrees Fahrenheit. At this
temperature, steel burns through in an
instant.
This "clean" high-temperature furnace is particularly useful as a research
tool. In 1971, a team of Georgia Tqch
researchers became the first Americans
to use the Odeillo facility. There they
tested ceramics and metals exposed to
the extreme heat for their radar transmission properties. The pure radiant
8 GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI MAGAZINE
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heat did not interfere with radar, as
ordinary furnaces would. The information gained was used in designing reentry probes for interplanetary flights
to Jupiter and Venus.
The French facility has also been
used to test a solar boiler designed by
Georgia Tech personnel. In July 1976,
steam was generated by the new boiler
as planned, successfully proving the
design and the construction.
Back on the Tech campus, a solar
furnace using a mirror array measuring
9V5 feet square has produced temperatures up to 4000 degrees. An optical
guidance system, designed by the
School of Electrical Engineering, rotates the mirrors to follow the sun.
This guidance system is the most advanced to date.
But what America needs now is to
utilize the data collected from such
experimental solar furnaces in the
creation of a commercially viable
electricity-producing power plant. Georgia Tech is on the job here, too. Tech
has teamed up with the Martin Marietta
Corporation, the Foster-Wheeler Energy Corporation and the Bechtel Corporation in creating the design for a
miniature commercial power plant.
This plant will incorporate all of the
technical features needed to be compatible with the complex systems operated by the electric power generation
industry. It will be integrated into the
existing commercial power net to
demonstrate that it can perform within
the rules and methods of the power
industry. All this is now in the beginning stages, but the theory is this:
mirrors will collect solar radiation and
direct it into a receiver. This receiver
is the boiler which will be located at
the focal point of the array of mirrors.
There will be a thermal storage subsystem that takes the heat from the
boiler and holds it until it can be used
in the fourth subsystem, the turbogenerator.
This same idea will be demonstrated
in the new solar thermal test facility
now under construction at Tech. A
tower resembling a modern street lamp
will be surrounded by mirrors on the
ground aimed up at a suspended receiver assembly. The facility being built
at Tech is a direct descendant of work
done by Professor Giovanni Francia
of the University of Genoa in Italy.
The present Francia Solar Steam Generation Pilot Plant in Genoa produces
100 killowatts thermal of superheated
steam at 1100 degrees Fahrenheit and
2200 pounds per square inch. The new

Tech solar plant will be about four
times as large. There will be 530 mirrors which will track the sun as it
moves through the sky.
When the test facility is completed,
it will provide for on-the-spot testing
of new ideas about making electricity
from concentrated solar heat. What
kind of boiler gives the best performance? What is the best medium to use
to store the heat collected by the mirrors? With this new facility, engineers
and scientists can find out.
In the 1950s the Bell Laboratories
developed the amazing solar cell which
can transform light directly into electricity. The cell is made from a pure
silicon crystal that has carefully controlled impurities. When sunlight strikes
the cell, photons create positive and
negative charges. The electric current
produced is drawn off via a metal grid.
If you have a light meter in your
camera that doesn't have a battery, you
are using a solar cell.
This type of energy powered Skylab
once it was in space. It works fine, but
the cost is still very high. The cost of
this solar cell energy in space is more
than $300,000 a kilowatt — 1 , 0 0 0
watts, only enough to light ten 100-watt
light bulbs. Less sophisticated versions
of this solar cell designed for earthbound use are less expensive running
from $15 to $20 per watt but the
cost is still too high to be practical
except at remote locations such as isolated radio relay stations and unmanned
off-shore oil rigs.
Many experts predict that the photovoltaic conversion of sunlight to electricity in large amounts may become a
reality in less than a decade. Future
converters may take the form of sheets
of film or perhaps it will be a liquid to
be painted on. "We don't forsee this
happening as a dramatic breakthrough,"
says Dr. Shrier of Exxon Enterprises.
Progress will probably come in small
steps. The cost needs to drop to less
than $1 per watt to be truly competitive.
Less exciting perhaps than the solar
cell, but possibly more useful in the
short run to many Americans, are the
breakthroughs currently under study in
agricultural drying. The solar drying of
tobacco, peanuts and grain are being
analyzed by Tech researchers. Today,
many crops are left in the field to dry
because of the high cost of using propane. Outside, the crops are subjected
to many forces, for example, rodents
and rain, which can diminish their
value. Simple solar collectors and electric blowers may be the answer.

Dr. Dale Ray, a professor of electrical
engineering,
with his solar hot air
collector.

One of the most exciting prospects
for the future of Georgia Tech and
solar energy is the new Solar Enegry
Research Institute (SERI). The Energy
Research and Development Administration is looking for a place to locate the
new facility, and the state of Georgia
is making a strong bid to have it located in the state. Governor George
Busbee said in the foreword to the
proposal: "Over the last several years,
Georgia has emerged as a national
leader in solar energy research and development. Atlanta has a burgeoning
commercial solar energy industry already in existence, with approximately
20 firms specializing in the application
of solar technologies. Most importantly,
Georgia Tech has the most extensive
solar energy program in the country."
When the Governor decided to try
and land SERI for the state, he picked
Dr. Thomas E. Stelson to be Chairman
of the Site Selection Commission in
Georgia. Dr. Stelson is vice-president
for research at Georgia Tech. Dr. Stelson also organized six participants into
a consortium which would operate
SERI. In addition to Georgia Tech, the
members of the consortium are Ebasco
Services Incorporated, New York; General Motors Corporation, Warren,
Michigan; A. O. Smith Corporation,
Milwaukee; Sverdrup and Parcel and
Associates, St. Louis; and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh.
If the facility is eventually located
in Georgia, it could employ as many as
2,000 persons according to Dr. Stelson,
who would head the operation. Should
SERI come to Georgia, the Board of
Regents has agreed to build a $2.5 million, 50,000 square foot, heavy laboratory on the Tech campus for use by
SERI.
There are other strong candidates for
SERI across the nation, but Dr. Stelson
thinks Georgia and Georgia Tech have
a good chance. The decision is now
scheduled by ERDA to be made in
March, 1977.
Whether Tech and Georgia land
SERI or not, you can be sure that solar
energy is going to be a bright part of
your future and the future of Georgia
Tech. A

A model of the Shenandoah
munity
Center, showing the
collectors on the roof.

Comsolar

Solar collector array located on the roof of
the Mechanical Engineering Building is part of
the solar heating and air conditioning
system
in the Mechanical Engineering
Building.
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Thirty 'rears of Success
The history ofthe Georgia Tech RollCal
EVERY

SPORTS

FAN loves

to

chant

"We're number one." Georgia Tech
alumni can lay claim to being "Number One" in another field, and frankly,
it's more important than any athletic
contest.
The Georgia Tech National Alumni Association is number one among
all publicly supported institutions in
support of its alma mater. The loyalty
and generous support of alumni and
friends to the Roll Call enables Georgia Tech to compete with the best in
the world in the expensive" field of
technological education, service and
research.
The funds generated by the annual
Roll Call, Tech's largest source of unrestricted funds, are used for one purpose: to keep Georgia Tech academically strong. Usually this takes the form
of salary supplements for outstanding
teachers or scholarships or loans for
students. Sometimes money is allocated
to keep a professor up-to-date in a
fast-changing field.
But throughout the thirty-year history of the Roll Call, the alumni leadership has wisely invested your donations in academic excellence.
The Roll Call, and the alumni and
friends who support it, make the difference at Georgia Tech. So, in this
30th Roll Call year, it is appropriate
that we look back at this program that
has become such a strong part of
Georgia Tech as we know it.
During the first 23 years of its
existence, the alumni association was
strictly a dues operation forcect to live
within a very limited budget. That it
was able to create the platform on
which the association has been able to
build so successfully is a tribute to the
efforts of early pioneers like Al Staton,
Howard Ector, Jack Thiesen, Roane
Beard and the hundreds of Tech alumni who worked so hard in the formative years.
The key year in the growth of the
alumni association was 1947 and the
key man was George McCarty, an
outstanding Tech alumnus whose name
is attached to many important projects ranging back to his student days
10 GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI MAGAZINE

when he was one of the principle
organizers of the ANAK Society. On
February 21, 1947, McCarty wrote a
letter to the trustees of the alumni
association recommending that the association and the Georgia Tech Foundation proceed with plans to adopt a
regular annual alumni roll call on or
before July 1, 1947. This required
scrapping the dues-membership concept
and asking instead for money from
alumni on an annual basis based on
the ability' of the alumni to pay. Under
the original roll call plan, an alumnus
was to contribute $1 for every year he
had been out of school with a minimum of $5. The association board immediately ratified and organized the
plan which turned out to be one of
the best moves that a Tech alumni
group has ever made.
The first year of the roll call gave
the association little to brag about —•
1356 alumni contributed
$22,550,
which represented contributions from
8.9 percent of the known alumni.
By the 10th Roll Call, 1956-1957,
things had changed dramatically. Over
9000 alumni responded to the needs of
their alma mater by contributing $168,
900, an average of almost $19 per
gift. Perhaps more significantly, for
the first time in Roll Call history,
over 40 percent of the known alumni
participated in the Roll Call. Over the
next 20 years, only once would the
percentage drop below 40 percent participation.
By the 21st Roll Call, 1967-1968, the
size of an average gift had risen $10 to
over $29. Over 54 percent of known
alumni contributed that year to Georgia Tech, the largest percentage in
Tech's history. Another milestone was
passed that year. The Roll Call received
over a half a million dollars for the
first time.
Last year, the 29th Roll Call, for the
17th consecutive year, had over 40
percent participation. The largest total
dollar amount ever generated by a Roll
Call, over $900,000, was contributed
by 17,576 alumni. The size of the
average gift was also the largest in Roll
Call history, $51.21.

The history of the Roll Call at
Georgia Tech is a proud one. But
perhaps the most impressive and most
revealing statistic is the amazing percentage of participation from Tech
alumni. For example, in the 28th Roll
Call year, the most recent one for which
national comparative figures are available, 41 percent of Tech alumni participated. Among all publicly supported
colleges and universities, this was the
best in the land.
Equally outstanding is the unique
loyalty of Tech alumni. Nearly 10,000
of the 17,576 active members of the
association have contributed for 10 or
more consecutive years. Also, many of
the younger graduates who have been
out of school for less than 10 years
have given to every Roll Call since their
graduation.
The 20th Roll Call year, 1966-1967,
saw the first of two special groups that
were to have a lasting impact on the
history of the Georgia Tech Roll Call
efforts. These two groups were the
Thousand Club and the Friends of
George.
The Thousand Club recognizes those
alumni and friends of Georgia Tech
who yearly contribute $1000 or more.
Before it began, Tech had, as always,
an outstanding percentage of support
from the faithful. But Tech had very
few major donors. Only 514 alumni
and friends were giving $100 or more
to the Roll Call. Only 11 were giving
$1000 or more. The average gift was
$25.75.
The spark was lit when, on a fund
committee retreat at Stone Mountain,
one trustee looked up and turned to the
trustee on his right and said, "I'm in
for $1000 if you are." They shook
hands. Then, the two turned to another, "Are you with us?" Again, a
handshake. Then the three turned to
a fourth and all four turned to the
president of the association.
He said, "Gentlemen, we have a
new beginning today. Here is my
$1000." That first year there were
112 members in the Thousand Club.
Last year was the tenth anniversary
(Continued on next page)
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year for the club, and they celebrated
by enrolling 334 members.
Large contributions have always been
welcomed by the Roll Call, but in
many ways the story of the Roll Call is
the story of group participation. The
spirit, the heritage and the worth of
the Georgia Tech experience has
burned itself into the minds and hearts
of Tech alumni. And the spirit of
participation is the spirit of the Friends
of George Club, the Roll Call's largest
donor club.
The Friends of George group was
named for Tech's beloved Dean George
Griffin, a man who has reached a
plateau that few reach in their own
lifetime. He is a legendary figure who
still lives and works among us.
This man, who is often called Mr.
Georgia Tech, has given his name to
the Friends of George and thousands
of his friends have responded.- In the
year of its inception, over 500 alumni
contributed $100 or more to join.
Last year, the 29th Roll Call numbered 2,639 Friends of George. It was
a record year, and a fitting way to
honor our own Dean Griffin as he
approached his eightieth birthday.
For several years, thoughtful observers of the Georgia Tech Roll Call
have thought that there was too great
a differential between the Thousand
Club and the Friends of George. Those
alumni who were contributing over
$500 but less than $1000 deserved
special recognition. Last year, in the
90th anniversary year of Tech, a new
group came into being. The White and
Gold Club recognizes alumni and
friends of Georgia Tech who contribute
between $500 and $999 to the annual
Roll Call.
The first year was very successful.
There were 79 charter members.
These special clubs, the Friends of
George, the White and Gold Club and
the Thousand Club, provide the leadership for the annual Roll Call effort. In
large measure the continued success of
the Roll Call and the progress of Georgia Tech is due to these enlightened
supporters.
This unusually high level of support
from within the Tech family encourages
major contributions from corporations,
foundations and other private sources.
Gifts from all of these private sources
are received by the Georgia Tech Foundation, Inc. on behalf of Georgia Techi
The foundation is administered by a
board of outstanding alumni business
leaders who utilize the money received
12 GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI MAGAZINE
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to the best of their judgment for the
improvement of the school. The foundation has also had an interesting
history.
Back when the roaring twenties were
about to give way to the depressing
thirties, a couple of former Jacket
gridiron greats — then working as insurance agents — came across a plan
that looked like a natural to help their
struggling alma mater. The company
they worked for had been successful in
helping several Eastern universities increase their operating funds through
this particular plan. The two ex-Recks,
G. M. (Pup) Phillips and Everett
Strapper, reasoned that what the plan
had done for the ivy leaguers, it could
just as well do for Georgia Tech.
The plan was a simple one. Insurance policies would be sold to Tech
alumni with the provision that the
dividends, if any, would accrue to
Georgia Tech rather than to the individual policy holder's account. Thus
the individual alumnus would gain additional protection for his family, and
the school would acquire some muchneeded operating capital. The entire
plan looked so foolproof that they decided to test it on the Tech alumni.
Before the actual policy selling could
take place, a problem had to be solved.
Since Tech was a state school it would
be difficult to implement a program
where profits would accrue to the
state. An independent organization to
hold, invest and administer the dividends would have to be created.
The two insurance agents approached
several of Tech's most outstanding
alumni and asked their help in founding
a corporation to administer the program for the best interest of Tech.
By 1931 plans to form the corporation were underway and the agents began selling policies. In the fall of the
same year, the six men — Y. Frank
Freeman, TO; William H. Glenn, '91;
Robert Gregg, '05; George Marchmont,
'07; Floyd McRae, TO; and Frank
Neely, '04; with the aid of Bobby Jones,
'22 — had a petition for a charter
drawn up and submitted to the state of
Georgia for approval.
Early in 1932 the Georgia Tech
Alumni Foundation, Inc. was chartered
by the state as a non-profit organization devoted to the cause of higher
education in Georgia. In accordance
with the charter provisions, these six
petitioners became the first governing
board of trustees of the organization.
Frank Neely is still a member of the

board as a trustee emeritus.
The first meeting of the board of
trustees was held February 22, 1932 in
the downtown offices of William H.
Glenn. At this meeting, Y. Frank Freeman was elected president. Other officers were Robert Gregg, vice-president and George Marchmont, secretary-treasurer. The remainder of the
meeting was spent reading and discussing the charter and by-laws of the
infant organization.
By the end of the corporation's first
year, it was apparent that the insurance
scheme would never produce the expected windfall of funds for Tech. Only
32 policies had been sold, and the firstyear dividends amounted to only
$378.96. Cash contributions and bank
interest brought the year's receipts up
to $462.37.
At the end of the first 10 years, the
foundation had still been unable to
accomplish a single one of its original
objectives. The failure of the insurance
plan, the nation-wide depression and
the general apathy of large corporations
and foundations toward the plight of
the state-supported schools all contributed to this failure. By this time the
assets of the foundation only amounted
to $2,796.50 and, excepting a few
scattered student loans, the foundation
had been unable to help Tech in any
way.
In the early 40s a group of Tech
alumni — headed by Cherry Emerson,
Frank Neely, George Marchmont and
Alumni Secretary Jack Thiesen — decided to try to resurrect and rebuild
the foundation.
Foundation leaders felt that to attract the best possible replacement for
Tech's soon-to-be-retired president, M.
L. Brittain, financial aid for the institution beyond the state's grant was imperative. They also felt that if Tech
was to maintain and strengthen its
position as one of the country's leading
engineering schools, the institution
would have to undergo a tremendous
expansion program in the coming postwar decade. It was obvious that the
present or future state support would
be inadequate for such an expansion,
and rebuilding the foundation could
well be the first step in securing additional aid for the school.
The first active step toward the rebuilding of the foundation was taken
September 8, 1943, when a meeting of
the board of trustees was held. At this
meeting the board approved changes in
(Continued

on next page)
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the charter and by-laws which were
suggested by the Georgia Tech National
Alumni Association's Executive Board.
These changes, designed to strengthen
the foundation's organization, included
an increase of the number of governing trustees from the original six to a
minimum of 14 and a maximum of 21.
Through the original charter of the

(L-R) W. Roane
ciation; Dell B.
Association; Joe
Georgia Institute
Robert H. Rice,

(Continued)

foundation, the National Alumni Association had the power to elect trustees
to fill any vacancies on the foundation
board. As soon as they were notified
that the foundation board had approved
the charter and by-law changes, the
alumni board met and selected eight
new men to the foundation board.
From this time until the present, the

Beard, Executive Secretary, Georgia Tech National Alumni
AssoSikes, Director, Annual ^Giving, Georgia Tech National
Alumni
W. Guthridge, Vice-president, Development and Public
Relations,
of Technology^ Executive Secretary Georgia Tech
Foundation;
Director, Programs, Georgia Tech National Alumni
Association.
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two governing boards have worked in
close cooperation to aid Georgia Tech
in any way possible.
The new 14-member board of trustees of the foundation met for the first
time in November of 1943. At that
meeting Cherry Emerson unveiled the
plans for a fund-raising campaign designed to put the foundation on its
financial feet. The campaign, a simple
class-competition plan, had as its goal
a grand total of $300,000 by the end
of 1944.
Selling points of the plan were to be
the need for a greater Georgia Tech
at the end of World War II and for
an expanded budget for the use in
building a great postwar faculty. None
of the funds were to be spent until
the end of the war in Europe. Until
that time the funds would be invested
in government bonds. Not a penny of
this money was to be used for athletic
purposes, a policy still in operation in
the foundation.
The fund-raising campaign was given
the blessings of the foundation board of
trustees and got underway immediately.
The original goal of $300,000 was
never reached during this drive, but
the foundation did raise over $175,000
by the fall of 1945 and became a
financial force to aid Georgia Tech.
In 1947 the Roll Call began, and the
post-World War II boom hit Tech.
In many ways, the story of the Roll
Call and the Georgia Tech Foundation
is a reflection of the high quality of
Georgia Tech alumni. There is no
doubt that Tech's Roll Call is a model
to the nation. And there is also no
doubt that it is because Georgia Tech
alumni know the value of Georgia Tech
and the Tech experience.
Engineers, scientists and entrepreneurs with a technological background
usually have a very positive outlook.
They are engaged all day long in creating a better tomorrow: a better building, a better airplane or a better
management program. This faith in the
future and this creative impulse may
help explain why Tech alumni feel so
strongly the worth of their days at
Tech and why they feel equally that
Tech must continue to provide the best
in technological education. They know
that a better tomorrow depends on it.
Whatever the reason, there is no
denying that without the active and
generous support of the contributors to
the Roll Calls over the last three decades, Georgia Tech would be far different and our state and our nation
would be a poorer place to live. A
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Comparison to Other Public Institutions
In the latn a national figures (28th Roll Call) available, Tech was again
in tho top :
, n a || three major categories of alumni giving among public
institution 11 should bo noted the size of the alumni bodies of the other
top ten insl it u I ions greatly exceeded the size of Tech's alumni body.
Tech alumm are recognized nationally for their outstanding support of
their alma mater and this support is one of tho key reasons Toch is among
the nation . hading public institutions of higher education.

PUBLIC

5TITUTIONS

Alumni Donors to Annual Fund
Michigan Univ. of
46,563
Ohio Stain Dniv
26,219
Tennessee Univ. of
19,630
Texas ASM Univ
19,041
Kansas, Uim of
18,775
Indiana Univ
18,265
*GA. INS I OF TECH
16,758
Illinois, i
of
14,600
Georgia. Univ. of
12,940
Calif.', Un
f
N/A
Institution and Enrollment
*GEORGl/> INST. OF TECH. 8,256
Texas A&M Univ. 21,463
Kansas, Univ. of 22,182
Michigan Univ. of 44,372
Tennesm
Univ. of 45,440
Georgia. Umv. of 23,584
Ohio Stat.- Univ. 53,514
Purdue University 46,378
Michigan State Univ. 43,459
Iowa Stat. I Iniv. 22,512

Alumni Gifts to Annual Fund
Calif., Univ. of
$3,792,654
Michigan, Univ. of
2,743,280
Indiana Univ
2,274,268
Ohio State Univ
1,912,310
Purdue Univ
1,703,426
Texas A & M Univ
1,092,310
*GA. INST. OF TECH. ..
813,887
Michigan State Univ. . . .
462,232
Georgia, Univ. of
457,236
Oklahoma State Univ. . .
185,735
No. of Alumni Solicited
through the Annual Fund
40,778
1.7,100
73,000
108,884
80,000
81,314
178,058
88,492
171,000
100,984

Total Alumni Gifts
Michigan, Univ. of ..
Texas A&M Univ. . . .
Calif., Univ. of
Illinois, Univ. of . . . .
Utah, Univ. of
*GA. INST. OF TECH.
Purdue Univ
Iowa State Univ. . ..
Kansas, Univ. of . . .
Georgia, Univ. of . . .

.$4,986,651
. 3,833,205
. 2,969,682
. 2,566,099
. 2,204,896
. 1,935,869
. 1,703,426
. 1,635,917
. 1,356,088
. 1,237,580

No. of Alumni Doners
to the Annual Fund
16,758 (41%)
19,041 (33%)
18,775(25%)
46,563(24%)
19,630 (24%)
12,940 (15%)
26,219(14%)
11,072 (12%)
13,093 (10%)
10,021 (9%)

SOURCE: VOI IINfARY SUPPORT OF EDUCATION 1974 75
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V i e w p o i n t \°yy ®L7C
Are you confused by all the claims and counterclaims concerning overpopulation and the energy crisis? Then join the rest of us. Let Dr.
Vernon Crawford, Tech's vice-president for academic affairs, clear the
air.
Viewpoint is a continuing feature of the Georgia Tech Alumni Magazine. Opinions expressed in Viewpoint are not necessarily shared by
the Georgia Tech National Alumni Association or the editor. Your
opinions and comments are invited.
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Shake Hands
With Tomorrow
AN

OFTEN ASKED QUESTION

is

"Does

life exist anywhere in the universe except on earth?"
The scientific opinion is overwhelmingly in support of the view that life
like ours can exist only if some stringent
conditions are met. The planet on which
life exists must be associated with a
single star rather than a binary. The
star must not be much larger nor much
smaller than O'UT sun. The planetary
orbit must be nearly circular. The
temperature on the surface of the
planet must not exceed the boiling
point of water, and must rise above the
freezing point for considerable periods.
The planet must be large enough to
retain an atmosphere. The list of conditions is lengthy and supports the conclusion that the planet earth is ah
extremely favored spot in that it can
and does support life.
Man, by his prudence or his im16 GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI MAGAZINE

prudence will determine how much
longer those statements will continue
to be true.
A related question is "Does intelligent life exist in space?" The American astronomer, Frank Drake, has
turned that question around to ask
"Does intelligent life exist on earth?"
The answer to that question could well
determine the future of the earth and
all the creatures that inhabit it.
When we think of the world as being
divided, we usually conceive of the division as being between the east and
the west, the "free world" and the
"communist world." But there is a
more significant division which divides
north from south. 1 Imagine the globe
divided by a jagged line which runs
approximately in the east-west direction, between the United States and
Mexico, north of Cuba, across the Atlantic, through the Mediterranean,

through the Middle East south of
Turkey, along the southern border of
Russia to the Pacific, south of Japan,
and across the Pacific to the U.S.Mexican border.
This is the significant dividing line
in the world today. To the north of it
the population is predominantly white;
south of it the population is predominantly nonwhite. North of it the majority of the people are, at least
nominally, Christians: south of it they
are predominantly non-Christian. North
of it the societies are modern, sophisticated, technological; south of it they
are primitive. North of the division the
economies are primarily industriallybased; south of it the economies are
primarily agrarian. North of the line
the majority of people live in a state
of affluence compared, let us say, to
the conditions which existed in seventeenth century England; south of it, the

Illustration by Cavett Taff

majority of people live in a state of
poverty compared to that same standard.
Approximately 30 percent of the
population of the world lives north of
the division and produces and consumes 87 percent of the world's economic goods and services; 70 percent
of the world's population lives south
of it and shares only 13 percent of
these economic goods and services.
We in the United States seldom
think of the world in these terms. With
about six percent of the world's population we produce and consume something like 35 percent of its economic
goods and services. We are so busy
producing and consuming we are apt to
forget those less fortunate who live
south of the division and who constitute
the "third world." But we should look
closely at the dynamics of this situation and consider the consequences for
NOVEMBER 1976

all peoples, no matter where they live.
The dynamics are frightening. The
population of the world is now approximately 3.8 billion and is growing rapidly. The United Nations has conducted
a study of population growth and has
made a number of projections, based
on various assumptions, of future populations. The median of the U.N. projections show a world population of
6.1 billion people by the year 2000.
Their highest projection is for 7 billion
people by then. Since the U.N. has
consistently underestimated population
increases, 7 billion is probably not an
overestimate. Another projection, based
on the assumption that fertility (the
rate at which new children are produced per unit of population) remains
constant, while mortality (the rate at
which people die per unit of population) continues to decline at its present
rate, shows a world with about 7.6

billion inhabitants at the end of this
century. All projections show enormous
growth in population, and predict that
the world's population will double in
from three to four decades.
This rate of growth, if spread uniformly over the nations of the world,
would be too great to permit a life of
high quality. But the distressing fact is
that the growth is not spread uniformly
over the nations of the world. The
more advanced nations, those north of
the division, are growing at the relatively rapid rate of from 0.5 to one
percent per year, while the less developed nations of the third world are
growing at the prodigious rate of from
2.5 to 3.5 percent per year. A nation
which is increasing its population at
0.5 percent per year will double its
population in approximately 140 years.
One which is growing at 3.5 percent
(Continued on next page)
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per year will double in twenty years.
The nations growing most rapidly are
the ones least able to afford the increase
in people. There are fundamentally two
kinds of nations in the world and the
imaginary division in the globe divides
them: those with a high standard of
living and low fertility and those with
a low standard of living and high
fertility.
Neglecting migration, which we can
safely do because it is a very small
effect, the natural increase of a population is the difference between its birth
rate and its death rate. If in a given
year there are 30 births and 20 deaths
per thousand people, the natural increase that year is ten people per thousand, or one percent. In Western
Europe, around the beginning of the
nineteenth century, birth rates were approximately 35 per thousand per year
and death rates fluctuated, because of
famines, wars and epidemics, from
around 32 to 37 per thousand per year.
In the nineteenth century the death rate
began to fall gradually. Over the period
of approximately 100 years it dropped
from 32 per thousand to about ten
per thousand. A decrease in the birth
rate followed this decrease in the death
rate as families gradually adjusted to
the fact that more of their children
were surviving the early years and that
the life span of adults was increasing.
After about 100 years the situation
stabilized with the birth rate exceeding
the death rate by only five to 15 (depending on the country) per one thousand per year, resulting in a natural increase of from .5 to 1.5 percent per
year.
Contrast this situation with what is
happening in the less developed countries. Since 1940 their death rate has
decreased dramatically because of the
introduction of some of the medical
and nutritional practices of the developed countries. Their birth rates have
shown no comparable decline but have
remained substantially constant. The
result has been'that the rate of natural
increase in these countries has increased
and is now 2.5 to 3.5 percent per year.
It is paradoxical, is it not, that because of the introduction of modern
ideas of hygiene, medicine, nutrition,
etc., the condition which produces most
of the misery in these countries, namely
overcrowding, has been exacerbated?
The standard of living, at least as
we Americans define it, is directly re18 GEORGIA TECH ALUMNI MAGAZINE

lated to the Gross National Product.
The GNP, in turn, is correlated closely
with the per capita use of energy. It
follows then, that there is a fairly direct connection between per capita
energy use and standard of living.
Per capita energy use in the United
States has more than doubled since
1900, going from 100 million to 200
million BTUs per year. The energy expended by and for each U.S. citizen
is three times as great as that for each
citizen of the U.S.S.R. and 40 times as
great as that for a citizen of Nigeria.
The natural desire of all people, everywhere, to have equal access to the good
things of life, coupled with the population growth rates which have already
been discussed, points up, rather
sharply, the energy question: "Where is
all that energy going to come from?"
Most of it will come (or has already
come) from the sun.
The sun is a nuclear furnace radiating 3.8 x 10 26 watts of thermal power,
of which the earth intercepts 1.74 x
10 17 watts. 2 Approximately 30 percent
of the intercepted radiation is reflected
back into space directly as relatively
short wave radiation. Roughly 47 percent is converted into heat and eventually escapes back into space in the
form of long wave radiation. About 23
percent is stored in the evaporation,
precipitation and circulation cycles
taking place in the earth's atmosphere
and oceans. Approximately .02 percent,
or about 40 x 10 12 watts of the intercepted radiation is abosorbed by plants
and is used in the conversion of carbon
dioxide and water into organic carbohydrates. It is this tiny fraction of the
incident energy that fuels the earth's
entire population of animals and plants.
Our earth was formed 4.5 billion
years ago, give or take a few hundred
million years. After something like a
billion years, the seas began to support
life in the form of microbial organisms.
Land masses rose and fell and rose
again, and the seas came and went,
washing the land with living organisms.
The rivers carried living organisms from
the land to the sea beds. The organic
sediments on the sea bottom were
subject to bacterial action which eliminated all but the fats and oily portions.
In some places these substances were
trapped in limestone formations derived
from the skeletons of sea animals, and
changes took place which have produced the deposits of crude oil and
natural gas which are so highly prized
today.

Many hundreds of millions of years
ago trees, shrubs and vines covered
large portions of the land. Some of
them decayed in oxygen-deficient environments to become bogs and were
converted to peat. Some bogs were
then subjected to geologic forces which
converted the peat into coal and the
bogs into coal seams.
When man appeared on earth two
million or so years ago, the natural
coal bins and oil tanks under the surface of the earth contained about 53
units of recoverable energy stored in

coal and 30 units of recoverable units
stored in oil and natural gas. (The
unit I am using here is a large one —
10 18 BTUs.) Man first began to tap
the fossil fuel reserves in a systematic
way in the eleventh century by mining
coal in northeast England. Man's exploitation of the oil reserves began
only 120 years ago in Romania and
two years later in the United States.
The total amount of coal mined in the
last 900 years is almost insignificant
compared to the mineable reserves. Of
the 53 energy units originally stored
in recoverable form, we probably have
51 left, and we probably will not begin
to exhaust those reserves for another
several centuries (from 200 to 600
years).
The situation with petroleum is quite
different. Of the original 30 energy
units we have already used up about
eight, and at the rate we are going it
appears likely that in 50 years from
now only three units will remain.
In the year 1970, 76 percent of the
energy consumed in the United States
came from oil and gas, 20 percent
from coal, 3.8 percent from hydropower, and only a few tenths of one
percent from nuclear reactors.
In view of the above considerations
it is fairly obvious that the world must
seek sources of energy which will reduce its dependence on oil and natural
gas. The country with the greatest stake
in that development is the United
States, since it is the greatest user of
energy and relics on petroleum products for three quarters of its energy
supply. What are the alternatives? Five
principal ones have been identified.
1. Direct use of solar radiation.
2. Indirect uses of solar radiation.
A. Water power.
B. Windpower.
C. Photosynthesis.
D. Thermal energy of ocean
water at different temperatures.
3. Geothermal power.
4. Tidal power
5. Nuclear power.
A. Fission
B. Fusion.
The direct use of solar radiation is
an attractive energy alternative because
solar radiation is so plentiful and because it is nonpolluting. Its disadvantages as a major energy source are that
it is extremely diffuse and hence requires large collectors. (The possibility
of running an automobile from solar
radiation which it collects, for example,
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is out of the question). Also it is variable. Clouds obscure it and it disappears every night.
Much research is required before the
direct use of solar radiation can be a
major contributor to our energy needs.
Georgia Tech is heavily involved in that
research and is working hard, with
others, to attract the proposed federally
supported Solar Energy Research Institute to the state of Georgia.
The areas of the world with the
largest potential capacities for the development of hydroelectric power are
the underdeveloped regions of Africa,
South America and Southeast Asia. In
those regions only about eight percent
of the total potential hydroenergy has
been tapped. In the United States, on
the other hand, nearly 30 percent of
the potential has already been exploited. It appears, therefore, that the
development of the world's hydroelectric reserves should have a high
priority, particularly in the underdeveloped areas.
The other indirect methods of using
solar radiation — wind power, photosynthesis and thermal energy of the
oceans, do not hold the potential of
being major contributors to our energy
supplies.
Geothermal power may be important
in certain areas of the world where
water has been heated to high temperatures at shallow depths by hot igneous
or volcanic rocks that have risen to
near the earth's surface. The ultimate
expectancy from this source of energy
is, however, probably not more than
20 percent of that from water power.
Tidal power has not been exploited
to any significant extent. The Bay of
Fundy region, between Nova Scotia
and Maine, offers the greatest potential
for the development of this source of
power anywhere in the world. Engineering drawings for a tidal power plant
have existed for many years but no
installations have been constructed.
Tidal power cannot be expected to contribute more than about two percent of
the world's potential water power
capacity.
The alternative source of energy
which has received by far the most attention has been nuclear power. Power
may be obtained from the nucleus in
two very different types of nuclear
reaction. The first is fission, which is
the splitting of heavy nuclear isotopes,
initially uranium 235, into lighter nuclei
with the release of energy. The second
is fusion, or the fusing together of the
isotopes of hydrogen into heavier

helium with the release of energy.
The fission process may be used in
two types of nuclear reactors. The first
is dependent almost solely on the rare
isotope, uranium 235, which represents
less than one percent' of natural uranium. The second type of reactor is a
breeder, whereby the much more common isotopes, either uranium 238 or
thorium 232, are placed in a reactor
initially fueled with uranium 235. In
response to neutron bombardment these
common isotopes are converted into
fissionable nuclei. Thus, as the breeder
burns up its initial charge, it creates
additional nuclear fuel. In principle,
then, the breeder can greatly extend the
availability of nuclear fuel reserves.
In the United States the energy available in our recoverable reserves of uranium is enormous, far exceeding that
in our oil reserves. For this reason, and
others, the United States has embarked
on an ambitious program for converting
to a nuclear-fueled society. However,
this bold venture has encountered some
serious setbacks. The waste products
from nuclear reactors are extremely
toxic. They must be disposed of in
containers which will remain intact for
centuries. Also, in the breeder reactors,
the danger of theft of fissionable materials is ever present. These pilfered
materials, could be converted into
atomic weapons which could be turned
against us. The reactors themselves
present some hazards to the environment but these hazards are controllable.
The danger of sabotage of reactors,
however, must not be ignored.
Nuclear fusion, the fusing of hydrogen nuclei to produce heavier helium
nuclei, is essentially the process used
by the sun in its creation of energy,
and is the process used in the hydrogen
bombs which we have successfully manufactured. This process is nearly ideal
from a number of points of view. The
basic fuel could be sea water. The
energy available is essentially beyond
limit. There are few poisonous byproducts. The difficulty is, simply, that
we do not know how to produce fusion
in a controlled way, and 20 years of
research has failed to solve the problem.
In the long range, nuclear fusion
may be the ultimate solution to the
problem. On the other hand, the difficulties associated with controlling nuclear fusion, and having the controlled
fusion reaction produce significantly
more energy than it consumes, may
continue to be intractable.
(Continued on next page)
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The phrase "space ship earth" may
be overworked, but it is a graphic
phrase which focuses our attention on
some basic problems. We are on a
planet which is on a journey through
space. There will be no stops along the
way for refueling or for taking on additional supplies. We will have only
what we started with, plus the steady
radiation from the sun. The journey
has no discernable destination; in fact,
we are going around in circles. Under
these circumstances we should attempt,
should we not, to make the trip as
enjoyable and as rewarding as possible
for the passengers.
To accomplish that end, a first step
should be to limit the number of additional passengers — to set some upper
limit on the population of the earth.
We might attempt this in one of a
number of ways, only one of which,
however, can be successful.'
We might consider sending a significant portion of our population, say
one half of it, to some other habitable
part of the universe. This approach is
not feasible because we know of no
such habitable spot and if we found
it, we would lack the capability of
transporting 2 billion people to it.
Even if we combatted those difficulties
successfully, but did not slow the population growth we are now experiencing,
within another 40 years we would have
doubled our population on earth,
putting ourselves back where we started,
and, perhaps worse than that, would
have created the same problem on
another planet. Of course, if we made
the initial division on the basis of sex,
and transported all of one sex to another corner of the universe, we would
have found the permanent solution to
our population problem. We may not
be ready for that, however.
Perhaps nature will solve the problem
for us by causing a dramatic increase
in the death rate through pestilence or
some other natural disaster. Perhaps
we will do it inadvertantly ourselves by
upsetting nature's balance in some
cataclysmic .fashion, such as seriously
depleting the ozone layer which shields
us from the deadly radiations from the
sun. But it is unlikely that we will
deliberately embark on a program, the
aim of which is to increase the death
rate of our own species. From time to
time we deliberately embark on a program of war which has that effect, but
not that aim, and war proves not to
have as much effect on controlling the
population as one might think. I have
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read, but cannot substantiate, that the
population of Viet Nam actually increased by 60 percent during the war
years in that country. The idea that
we should deliberately induce death to
control population is so abhorrent to
most of us that it cannot be considered
as an approach to the problem.
The only feasible solution is birth
control and it is the one we must adopt.
We have the technology but we lack
the sense of urgency to control our
birth rate effectively. Presumably, the
situation must get worse before the
peoples of the world will come to the
realization that the only hope is in

such control. If that presumption is
correct, there is hope on the horizon,
for the situation will get much worse.
The solutions to the energy problem
are not quite so easy to evaluate.
For some nations, particularly several
of those in the third world, the possibilities of hydropower seem very real.
The capital costs are large but the payoffs could be enormous, a combination
of circumstances which usually attracts
venture capital.
In the United States the first requirement is for a comprehensive energy
policy which will set national priorities
which are economically, culturally and
scientifically sound, and which will provide the needed incentives to those who
would research and develop alternative
sources of energy.
Conservation must be one item of
high priority. We waste more energy
that most nations use.
The conversion from oil to coal, and
the research for economically sound
methods of processing coal — purifying
it and possibly gassifying it or liquifying it — is another approach which
should have high priority.
In the long range, direct use of solar
energy may be a major factor in solving
our problem.
The controlled nuclear fusion process
is the pot of gold at the end of the
nuclear rainbow.
All of these solutions must be explored simultaneously.
One of the most pressing issues is
nuclear fission. Can it be developed
within tolerable risks to the safety and
well being of the populus, or can't it?
If an affirmative answer to that question is forthcoming then we should
proceed post haste to construct sufficient power reactors to give us a short
range solution to our problem. If the
answer is negative, we must further
deemphasize the power reactor program
and put our eggs into other baskets.
Perhaps the most pressing problem
mankind shall face during the next half
century is that of adjusting our diminishing energy supply to the needs
of our rapidly increasing population. •
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In the 90th anniversary year of Georgia Tech, the White and Gold Club was founded to
recognize alumni, friends and parents who contribute between $500 and $999 to the annual
Roll Call. The support of these charter members is acknowledged with grateful
appreciation.

Saluting the 79 charter members of the White and Gold Club.
Eugene G. Acree '23
Duluth, Georgia
David F. Akers '57
Ranburne, Alabama
B. J. Anderson '50
Atlanta, Georgia
Hugh H. Armstrong '43
Savannah, Georgia
Robert L. Austin, Jr. '45
Atlanta, Georgia
James M. Beeson, Jr. '64
Norcross, Georgia
Richard B. Bell '61
Atlanta, Georgia
E. C. Blackard, Sr. '34
Kingsport, Tennessee
J. Dan Blitch, III '53
Winder, Georgia
Frank B. Bradley '19
Columbus, Georgia
Hoyt E. Broward '40
Titusville, Florida
Carey H. Brown '69
Atlanta Georgia
Woots W. Caines, Jr. '49
Atlanta, Georgia
N. C. Campbell '54
Atlanta, Georgia
Jimmy E. Carter '46
Plains, Georgia
David M. Chapman '68
Anderson, South Carolina
Don L. Chapman '61
Atlanta, Georgia
Pierre H. Charrin '65
Houston, Texas
R. G. Clinton, parent
Hot Springs, Arkansas
W. L. Cooper '50
Matthews, North Carolina
Herman G. Darnell '65
Breman, Georgia
Campbell K. Dasher, Sr.,
honorary
Marietta, Georgia
Wink A. Davis '34
Atlanta, Georgia
George S. Dorman '58
Atlanta, Georgia
Larry D. Duckett, parent
Stone Mountain, Georgia
H. W. Field, Jr. '51
Westerville, Ohio
James C. Garner '27
Atlanta, Georgia
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M. Wistar Gary '45
Columbus, Georgia
J. Bryan Godwin, friend
Atlanta, Georgia
Harold H. Griswold '50
Clover, South Carolina
Howard H. Hall, Jr. '63
St. Louis, Missouri
Frank E. Haren '54
Etowah, Tennessee
William Z. Harper '43
Rochester. New York
Robert D. Harrington '70
Houston, Texas
Brian D. Hogg '61
Laguna Beach, California
B. R. Hogge '29
Savannah, Georgia
Julian C. Jett '28
Atlanta, Georgia
Leonard D. Jones '59
Fort Mill, South Carolina
D. Kim King '68
Atlanta, Georgia
William G. Lucas '70
Atlanta, Georgia
William H. Maddox, III '61
Atlanta, Georgia
Arthur C. Martin '48
Columbia, South Carolina
Robert T. Mashburn '34
Parchment, Michigan
Donald W. Mcintosh '51
Miami Shores, Florida
David M. McKenney '60
Atlanta, Georgia
William C. Meredith, Jr. '34
College Park, Georgia
Charles L. Mills '49
Atlanta, Georgia
John V. Miner, Jr. '46
Atlanta, Georgia
Wade T. Mitchell '57
Atlanta, Georgia
James T. Mundy '38
Atlanta, Georgia
L. H. Myers, Jr. '51
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Carl R. Mylius '28
Halifax, Virginia
Kennedy M. Nahas '32
Woodbury, Connecticut

James J. Neville '33
Newfoundland, New Jersey
Samuel E. Noble, Jr. '50
Atlanta, Georgia
T. Brooks Pearson, II '29
Atlanta, Georgia
Joseph M. Pettit, faculty
Atlanta, Georgia
Vance O. Rankin, Jr. '27
Atlanta, Georgia
James D. Reeves, Jr. '52
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Retzloff,
parent
Houston, Texas
George A. Rittelmeyer '59
Atlanta, Georgia
James B. Roberts '50
Atlanta, Georgia
James D. Robinson, III '57
New York, New York
Joseph W. Rogers, Jr. '68
Atlanta, Georgia
Walter C. G. Saeman '40
Cleveland, Tennessee
Alan B. Sibley '25
Milledgeville, Georgia
Alan E. Thomas '49
Atlanta, Georgia
E. K. Thomason '13
Decatur, Georgia
F. D. Tidwell '45
Douglasville, Georgia
T. E. Tidwell '55
Douglasville, Georgia
Robert D. Trammell, Jr. '56
Dunwoody, Georgia
William J. VanLandingham '59
Atlanta, Georgia
Albert O. Waldon '38
Ocala, Florida
James F. Watson '53
Atlanta, Georgia
James F. Williams '49
Atlanta, Georgia
Thomas R. Williams '58
Martin, Georgia
Paul Woodruff '43
Houston, Texas
W. J. Wren, Jr. '46
Liverpool, New York
Anonymous I
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PROFILE: WILLIAM L. FASH

Potential Unlimited for
College of Architecture
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WHEN

GEORGIA

TECH'S

School

of

Architecture was elevated to a. college
last July, a search began for its first
dean to replace, retiring director Paul
M. Heffernan.
The result, of the long search is
William L. Fash, formerly a professor
of architecture at the University of
Illinois.
A native of Colorado, Fash earned
his bachelor's and master's degrees
from Oklahoma State University, t i e
has taught there and at the University
of Oregon, as well as at Illinois.
What lies ahead for Georgia Tech's
College of Architecture under the new
dean?
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"The potential is unlimited," says
Fash. "It is within our grasp to develop
a program here that is second to none."
"There is a lot of work to do, but
the work actually began three years ago
with the switch to the 4-2 curriculum,"
says Fash. Under the 4-2 curriculum, a
student receives the degree Bachelor of
Science (undesignated), which is not
a professional degree, at the end of
four years. Accreditation applies only
to the professional degree, Master of
Architecture, awarded after two years
of graduate study.
"The school's elevation to a college
was another significant step. What we
need to do is refine and add to our

By Joe

existing resources in order to achieve
the highest level of excellence," he says.
The change to the 4-2 curriculum,
the elevation to a college and the enrollment growth of the last few years
all mean positive change for the College of Architecture at Tech, according
to Fash.
Atlanta itself is also an asset for the
College of Architecture, says Fash.
"Atlanta is a good example, along with
San Diego and Denver, of good architectural planning. I'm very impressed
with the environment here," he says.
Further, Fash feels that Atlanta architects are pioneering efforts in developing cities. "It's happening right here.
The College of Architecture being in
Atlanta is a tremendous advantage for
the development of the environmental
disciplines. The city is a laboratory for
our students," says Fash.
"I feel very fortunate to come to a
college with such strong environmental
traditions. Georgia Tech's College of
Architecture enjoys a fine reputation in
the country and even in the world. The
program here is very highly regarded,
especially in the environmental disciplines," he emphasized.
In addition, Dean Fash cites the
tremendous alumni support, the support of the Atlanta chapter of American Institute of Architects (AIA) and
local practicing architects as resources
that can greatly benefit the college.
Where do his architectural interest
lie? Although he has practiced in several private firms, Fash sees himself as
an educator as opposed to a practitioner. Education has been foremost in
his career since his days at Oklahoma
State. "I made a conscious decision to
go into teaching after my first day in
front of a classroom. I was still an
undergraduate student, but I just knew
that that was what I wanted to do,"
he says.
In the early stages of his career, he
felt drawn to the challenge of design.
Although he decided not to specialize,
the architectural design process is still
the most intriguing to him.
(Continued on page 24)

PROFIIE: DONALD J.GRACE

New Director Brings Wide
Experience to EES

Beach

D R . DONALD J.

GRACE,

a veteran

re-

searcher, administrator and educator,
was recently named director of the
Engineering Experiment Station at
Georgia Tech. Grace replaces Dr.
Maurice Long, who retired after 30
years as director of the EES.
"I am very proud to be associated
with the Engineering Experiment Station," says Grace. "I am proud of the
high quality of work that has been
done here, and I hope it will continue,"
he says.
What direction will the Engineering
Experiment Station take with Dr. Grace
at the helm?
"I would like to develop a constructive interaction between the EES and
outside agencies, and increase the interaction between the EES and the
academic section of Tech," he says.
"This includes all phases of work here
at the station, from continuing education programs to research. I would like
to emphasize that I am not interested
in change just for the sake of change,"
he says.
"The EES has distinguished itself nationally as well as internationally," he
says. However, be notes that not all
of the station's programs are national
in scope. "People at the community
level across the state benefit from the
EES directly through the Economic
Development Laboratory, which helps
bring industry to the state, and other
programs."
Dr. Grace is in a position to know
about the EES and its reputation, since
he has been involved in research at all
levels in both industrial and academic
spheres for over 30 years.
Dr. Grace's career in science began
in his collegiate days when he received
his bachelor's and master's degrees in
electrical engineering from Ohio State
University. At Ohio State, he got his
first teaching job. After teaching for
one year, he left Ohio to take a position as design engineer with Airborne
Instruments Laboratory in New York.
While working full-time, he began
study part-time for his doctorate at
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.
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After several years in New York, he
accepted a position as a full-time researcher at Sanford University in Palo
Alto, California, working in the Stanford Electronics Laboratories. While at
Stanford, Grace continued working on
his doctorate. Finally, after 11 years of
part-time work, he received his Ph.D.
from Stanford.
Dr. Grace spent a total of 18 years
at Stanford. During this time he held
the positions of research associate,
lecturer, associate director and director
of the Systems Techniques Laboratory,
associate professor of electrical engineering, senior research associate of the
Stanford Electronics Laboratory and

associate dean of the School of Engineering. In the latter position, which he
held from 1967-69, he reported to Dr.
Joseph M. Pettit, who left Stanford in
1972 to become president of Georgia
Tech.
The position which he feels was most
challenging was director of Stanford's
Instructional Television N e t w o r k
(SITN), a position which he held concurrently with that of associate dean of
the School of Engineering.
The SITN project consisted of four
channels of simultaneous live programming
of
full-credit
graduate
courses, which were broadcast from the
(Continued on next page)
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As his interest in architecture grew,
he could feel his desire to teach growing and his desire to practice diminishing. "The practice that I have done has
been a function of my teaching," he
says. "Being a good teacher is a fulltime job, and there simply hasn't been
time recently to get involved in practice."
With his wealth of experience in
architectural education at the graduate
level, Fash became a valuable commodity on the world market. In 1973
he received an appointment as a visiting professor at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, Thailand. There he
acted as a consultant and adviser in
developing a graduate program in
architecture.
In addition to teaching and private
practice, Fash is also an accomplished
researcher. One of his research projects,
conducted with a Fulbright Grant, was
a study of multifamily housing in
Denmark, where that type of'housing
is most advanced.
A second research project, conducted
at the University of Illinois, was titled
"Design Implication of Black Life
Styles for Architects and Planners." In
this study, he attempted to identify
some design criteria which could be
applied to urban renewal projects in
depressed areas. Dean Fash worked
with a group of black students to understand the lifestyles and aspirations
of black people. This understanding
can be aplied to architectural design
in order to more effectively rennovate
inner city areas.
This study points out one of Dean
Fash's interests, the concept of the living environment. "I question the notion of the design approach which
dictates that each house must have one
living room, one kitchen, three bedrooms and so on. Find out what the
interests and lifestyles of the occupants
are and design the structure to fit their
needs," he says.
During his stay in Bangkok, Fash
discovered that the classical Thai house
reflects the Thai, culture. In Thailand,
the family unit is very strong and the
Thai house, designed accordingly, has
a large amount of family living area.
The design of the house compliments
the family structure.
Architects in the United States are
experimental with their buildings, according to Fash. He feels that architects
are pragmatic, very literal in their interpretation of a structure for its use.
"Architecture is in a state of evolution in this country," says Fash. "Today
architects are beginning to examine the
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overall environmental considerations
rather than just the building site. How
will the building fit into the total environment? The building must be designed
to
individual
needs
and
preferences."
Although his many professional interests leave little time for recreational
activities, Dean Fash has many creative
outside interests. His creations may
take many forms, including a variety
of crafts, woodworking or ceramics. He
also enjoys painting with both watercolors and oils, and says that the
quality of light which filters through
the Georgia pines may induce him to
resurrect his water colors.
William L. Fash is a complete professional. His interests and expertise in
architectural education, practice and
research demonstrate that the search for
a dean of the College of Architecture
was a great success. A

DONALD J. GRACE
(Continued)

Stanford campus. Graduate students
could watch television at home and receive graduate credit, thus eliminating
the drive to the campus for many students. "We were replacing the internal
combustion engine with air waves," says
Dr. Grace. In the state with the greatest
concentration of automobiles, any reduction of congestion was welcome.
As director of the SITN project,
Grace was involved in all aspects of
instructional television. His duties included administration of facilities and
staff, and the technical and academic
planning of all educational television
activity.
Since SITN was funded totally by
contributions from industry, it was also
Dr. Grace's responsibility to solicit support for the project.
By 1969, Stanford Instructional Network was operating smoothly and
Grace felt he had conquered most of
the organizational problems of educational television. A new challenge took
him to Hawaii.
In 1969 he became director of research for Kentron Hawaii Ltd. In this
position, Grace was involved with longrange planning of research and development activities. He directed one
particularly interesting study concerning the feasibility of using hydrofoils
for inter-island transportation. The ex-

tremely rough water surrounding the
Hawaiian Islands makes inter-island
commerce slow and difficult. Since his
feasibility study, hydrofoils, now in
operation, have cut down dramatically
on the time and difficulty of navigating
these waterways.
After several years at Kentron
Hawaii Ltd., Grace again felt the call
of the academic environment. He became director of the Center for Engineering Research at the University of
Hawaii.
While at the University of Hawaii,
Grace participated in a variety of research projects, including ocean thermal
energy conversion, wind energy conversion systems, cable TV and other
communication systems.
One of the most successful programs
he directed while at the University of
Hawaii was a series of seminars called
the Environmental Conferences of
Public Understanding of Science for
Hawaii (ECOPUSH). This series was
designed for Hawaiians to help them
understand timely topics of science and
technology which were affecting their
lives. The series of two-day meetings
drew a wide range of citizens to participate in seminars on such topics as
aquaculture, diversified agriculture for
Hawaii, and energy problems, just to
name a few.
Recognizing the importance of this
program, both houses of the Hawaii
legislature officially commended Dr.
Grace with formal resolutions.
After six years on the island of
Hawaii, Grace contracted what is
known localy as "rock fever": the need
to get away from the islands. The result was his move to Atlanta and
Georgia Tech.
Since coming to Georgia Tech, Dr.
Grace and his wife Joan and their
two sons, Christopher and William,
have traveled the Southeast and extensively in Georgia. The "rock fever"
has been cured.
In addition to travel, Dr. and Mrs.
Grace enjoy collecting seashells. Mrs.
Grace, who owned and operated a seashell shop on Hawaii, has been an
avid collector of shells for 30 years.
Will the transition from the Hawaiian lifestyle to that in Atlanta be
difficult? Dr. Grace thinks not. "Atlanta is an exciting city," he says. "The
people here have the 'spirit of aloha'.
They're friendly and everyone has made
us feel very welcome."
"Being director of the Engineering
Experiment Station is a marvelous opportunity," he says. "Atlanta and
Georgia Tech is a great combination.'*
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Tech Grads in Demand
A

GEORGIA T E C H DEGREE. In

today's

economy, what does a Tech degree
mean to a student thinking about a
career? And what does your degree
mean to you, years after you received
it?
Well, if being sought after by industry means anything, your degree is
still strong. According to Dr. Michael
Donahue, Tech director of placement,
a graduate with a Tech degree is very
much in demand. Nationally, the number of companies seeking graduates
from colleges and universities has
dropped significantly in the last few
years as economic hard times have
settled down on the country. But Georgia Tech doesn't follow the trend.
Dr. Donahue reports that corporate
visits are down only nine percent at
Tech, compared to a 15 to 20 percent
drop across the nation.
At Tech, the number of company
visits is down from 660 last year to
605 this year. Although these visits
have fallen off, the number of different
companies visiting Tech is about the
same — a good sign — but they are
visiting less often and sending fewer
representatives.
A placement office study of 1975
Tech graduates showed that by graduation, over 85 percent of the reporting
graduates were placed or had finalized
their post-graduate plans. This includes
being accepted to graduate school, being commissioned in the military, returning to a native country or getting
a job. June '76 graduates had an 88
percent placement record.
In 1975, most college graduates were
experiencing extreme difficulty in obtaining interviews. Most Gergia Tech
graduates, however, were afforded
more opportunities than they could
effectively explore, particularly for
engineering graduates. For graduates of
many of the engineering disciplines, the
ratio of employer visits to graduates
reached as high as five to one. This
year, considered an even worse year,
the ratio is still as high as four to one.
Thus, Tech students have a decided
advantage by having their names on
the company files. Companies tend to
hire persons they have previously interviewed and Tech students have good
opportunities to speak to industry
representatives.
The main reason for the recruiting
lag, according to Donahue, is that employers are being extremely cautious
and are holding off job offers until they
see just how much the economy imNOVEMBER 1976

proves. A lesser reason is because of
recall programs in industry. As the
economy picks up, companies are recalling laid-off workers rather than
hiring new graduates, a trend which
may continue through fall of 1976.
There is more good news for the
growing number of women at Tech.
Job offers to women have increased
about 27 percent nationally, and although there are no figures available,
Tech women are expected to do at least
as well, probably better. Blacks and
other minorities will also find the job
market better than last year. "Very
definitely this will be a good year for
opportunities for minority students,"
says Donahue. "In fact, the spring and
fall women and minority graduates will
have excellent opportunities."
Still more good news for Tech graduates is that salary offers have risen
about eight percent over last year. A
Georgia Tech bachelor's degree in
engineering is now worth about $1,200
per month, compared to last year's
$1,120.
With over 85 percent of the graduating class placed by graduation day
and the average beginning engineer
pulling down $14,400 in his or her first
year, it's clear that whatever the employment difficulties affecting most college graduates, the future looks comparatively bright to the newest class of
Georgia Tech alumni.

World Record for
Terrific Techwood Dorm
TERRIFIC

TECHWOOD

DORMITORY

and

other involved Tech students have
earned a spot in Guinness' Book of
World Records and about $4,000 for
charity by continuously playing Monopoly for 1176 hours.
The reason for setting the new world
record was to raise money for the
Muscular Dystrophy Fund drive. Techwood residents found sponsors who
promised a fixed donation for each
hour the game lasted.
The seven-week marathon shattered
the existing mark of 1063 hours and
30 minutes. The game began on January 22, 1976, and ended on March
11, the last day of winter quarter,
1976, with at least two students playing the game at all times, day and
night. The players took three-hour
shifts through the night, and even
played by flashlight and oil lamp
through a midnight power failure. A
witness had to sign a log each hour

attesting the fact that the game proceeded without interruption.
The students set the record with a
$5,000 Monopoly set, including gold
plated hotels and a leather playing
board, which was loaned for the occasion by Parker Brothers, the manufacturer of the game.

Student Counseling Center
Lends a Helping Hand
" W E HELP STUDENTS," is the

way

Dr.

James Strickland, director of Tech's
Student Counseling Center explains his
work. And that about sums it up. No
matter what problems or questions a
student has, from choosing a career to
learning how to ask for a date, the
center is there to help.
"The overall goal of the center is to
help humanize the institute for the student," says Dr. Strickland. "We want
to be the first place a student comes for
help with a problem."
The trained psychologists on the staff
of the Student Counseling Center say
that the college years are a difficult
time for many students, a time of uncertainty, change and disorientation.
Problems can range from serious
psychological disorders to not knowing
how to study. The types of services offered by the center vary just as widely.
One of the most popular aids is the
career counseling service. A battery of
tests is available that can help a student
pinpoint his or her strengths and weaknesses and discover the career that will
most likely suit his or her interests. If
a student finds that Tech is not the
place to get his or her education, the
staff of the center is ready to help with
a library of college catalogs from other
schools.
Tech doesn't accept students who
can't make it. But often the new found
freedom of campus life coupled with
a lack of good study habits adds up to
serious academic problems. Perhaps
there is no one answer to this problem,
but the center has provided one service
that can help. Its called STEP (Students of Tech Expand your Potential).
Its purpose is to help freshmen keep
up in their studies. Each evening, Sunday through Thursday, upperclassmen
and graduate students are available to
give help on particular problems that
may come up in freshman homework
assignments.
There can be no doubt that keeping
up with homework is important to the
(Continued on next page)
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Employment
Opportunities
We are an established recruiting
and consulting firm managed by a
TECH engineer ('62). Our client
companies have exceptional line
managementand engineering staff
positions for professionals with
ChE, ME, EE.CE, IE, and Computer
Science backgrounds. Most positions are for new or expanding
divisions, plants, e n g i n e e r i n g /
consulting offices, edp systems
depts, etc, with companies having
impressive growth and profitability
records within the oil, gas, chemical, fertilizer, power, fiber, electronics, and equip, mfg. industries.
Each contact is made selectively
(you are in control) and held in strict
confidence. Our client companies
assume all placement fees and relocation expenses for both
domestic and international locations. Send resume or handwritten
experience outline in confidence
and our Houston director, J. L.
Gresham, BChE, MBA—will contact you at home to discuss your
interests. Est. 1966, member
AlChE.
S Y S T E M ATI O N
CONSULTANTS, INC.
1410 Post Oak Tower
Houston, Texas 77056
(713)622-1370

A New Way
To Influence A
Proven Market
You're holding i t !
Not j u s t a new magazine
t h a t reaches t h e almost
18,000 active Georgia Tech
a l u m n i —but a new m e d i u m
for your a d v e r t i s i n g to t h i s
i m p o r t a n t , influential g r o u p
of people.
W a n t more information?
Call or w r i t e J o h n Moore or
David Wise a t :
f /

cn

Specialized
Media
Sales

2161 Monroe Drive, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia
30324
(404)
875-0421
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Counseling Center
(continued)
young scholar, but the Student Counseling Center seeks to help the young
person as a person as well as helping
him or her as a student. In addition to
the mainstay of the center's daily work,
individual counseling, the staff of the
center has set up workshops to help a
number of students at one time with a
problem that affects them all. One such
workshop teaches the student how to
assert himself. The students learn to
have confidence when talking to a professor, a future employer or even when
asking for a date.
The Student Counseling Center is
part of the office of the Dean of Students. Other branches of this office
often refer students to the counseling
center for help. For example, international students must learn to cope with
a new culture, a new language and, in
many cases, loneliness in addition to
dealing with the academic rigors of
Georgia Tech. All this can be a tough
job for anybody. Women, too, have
special problems. They are still pioneers
in many of the academic and professional disciplines at Tech, although
their number is growing.
Faculty members also refer students
to the center. To help them with this
task, the center offers sessions that
point out to the teachers special problems to look for.
But many times a student will go for
help to a dorm counselor or a faculty
member that he or she knows and
trusts rather than coming to the center. To meet this situation, the center
provides counseling training to these
persons who are directly involved with
students.
When a college student leaves home
for the campus, it often leaves a void
in the life of the parents, so the staff
of the center regularly participates in
the FASET/Parents Orientation sessions
each summer. This last summer the
topic of discussion for the parents at
Parents Orientation was "How to Cope
with an Empty House."
The work of the Student Counseling
Center offers a tremendous challenge
to Dr. Strickland and his four associates. Each year they deal directly with
up to 20 percent of the student body.
Trying to humanize a campus full of
test tubes, T-squares and the calculus
isn't an easy task, but the staff of the
Student Counseling Center is making
the effort and making the difference to
many Tech students.

More Students Than Ever
T H E GEORGIA T E C H freshman class this

fall was the largest ever. Over 1900
new freshmen swelled the total enrollment to almost 9500, also a new
record high. The size of the freshman
class has grown each year from 1971,
when fewer than 1400 freshmen came
to the campus.
According to director of admissions,
ferry Hitt, the quality of students has
actually increased. The average freshman this year had a grade point average of 3.4 on a scale where 4.0 equals
an A and a 3.0 equals a B. Last year
the average was 3.3
There are also more women in this
year's freshman class and they make up
a larger percentage of the total freshman class. Last year out of 1614 admitted freshmen, 250 were women.
This year out of 1901 freshmen, approximately 340 are women.
Many of these new freshmen are
joining fraternities and sororities, says
head of fraternity affairs. Jerry Gallups.
Last year, the fraternities and sororities
gained about 500 new pledges. This
year's fall rush netted 573. The student newspaper, the Technique, headlined their story this way: "Rats Fill
Frats."

Tech Computing System
One of the Best
A $4 MILLION DREAM came true in

May 1975 when Tech's new computing
system was inaugurated. Since that
time, students, faculty and especially
the staff members of the Office of
Computing Services have been learning the capabilities of the new system.
Their verdict: it's one of the best.
Tech's association with computers
goes back almost to their creation. In
the early 1950s, a time when most
present undergraduates had not even
been born, Tech began planning to
use this developing technology. By 1954
$340,000 had been obtained, enabling
Tech to acquire its first computer system and house it in the Rich Electronic
Computer Center, one of the first of
its kind in the South. The most recently
acquired computers, a CDC CYBER
70 and a CDC 6400. are the eighth
and ninth major systems to be installed
at Tech since those early days. Today,
about five percent of Tech's operating
budget is earmarked for purchase and
maintenance of computers.

Holiday
Shoppers Spree
$

55 00

P L U S TAX

Progress in the area of computer
capability has been swift and steady in
the years since the first computer appeared. One example is the decrease
in turnaround time. Turnaround time
is the time it takes for the computer
to produce a printout after it has received the required data. Over the
years, with the improvement of Tech's
computer system, turnaround time has
decreased from an average of 24 hours
five years ago to eight hours three years
ago. Today it averages 30 minutes during the end-of-quarter peak, a time
when most students' computer projects
are due. During nonpeak hours, turnaround time has been reduced to an
incredible 30 seconds. This very short
turnaround time means that students
can have access to the computer day
and night without a priority system or
prescheduling.
Students in Tech's School of Information and Computer Science will, of
course, spend a lot of time with Tech's
computer system. "Computers are our
test tubes," says Peter Jensen, a senior
research engineer in I.C.S. "Computers
are not an end in themselves, but a
means for teaching. We feel that information is just another resource which
we teach the student to manage."
Learning to manage information is
hard intellectual work, but that doesn't
mean that it can't be fun. In learning
the use of computers, students sometimes play deductive, brain-testing
games, such as "Hunt the Wumpus"
and "Lunar Lander". These games show
the students a fascinating new side of
the computer while they are learning
the principles of logic, statistics or computer hardware control.
In addition to teaching, the computer system is also the mainstay of a
variety of research efforts on campus.
Complicated data from solar energy
experiments are stored in the computer's memory banks for later analysis.
Complex demographic studies concerning income and population concentrations are handled with relative ease.
The speed and computing power of
a modern computing system is truly
amazing. Yet today's students. consider
it just as commonplace as were slide
rules a few years ago.
NOVEMBER 1976
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Includes..:
• Two nites lodging (double occupancy).
• Continental Breakfast for 2 both mornings.
• An hour of tennis on our championship courts.
Terrace Garden Inn, across from Lenox Square and
Phipps Plaza with such fine retailers as Davison's, Lord &
Taylor, Muse's, Neiman-Marcus, Rich's, Saks, and many
more, all within walking distance or ride ourfree mini-bus.
Reservations must be made 48 hours in advance.
Phone collect 404/261-9250.
This special cannot be used with any other package.

^ y Terrace Garden Inn
3405 LENOX ROAD NE
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30326
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Beautifully finished
in satin pewter
Ideal gift to give
or receive

NOW AVAILABLE
A Distinguished Georgia Tech

BELT BUCKLE
The Creative Craftsman
P.O. Box 331. Lawrenceville, Georgia 30246
(404)963-2112
S6.00
plus 50c postage & handling
Hand-tooled leather belts
also available from $8.00 to $10.00

Professional Growth
Positions with well recognized
National Clients
We are a professional search firm
operating nationally out of a central
midwest location In this field since
1969, our Company contacts are varied
and. more important, our understanding
of their organizations, operating
philosophies and recruiting needs, has
become the basis for maximizing our
services to them. In addition, prior to
becoming a business proprietor, all of
my experience was in industry in both
small and large companies in varied
staff and line management positions.
The basis for our success has been
our ability to provide well qualified
candidates for our position openings.
The reason for bringing this information
to your attention is that engineering
backgrounds arefrequentlyan excellent
part of a needed combination of job
requirements. Since I am also a Tech
graduate (EE 1949), we have the
additional incentive of extending our
service to you. If you are planning a
career change,feel free to contact me.
I would be glad to review your
experience in relation to our current
openings. Our fees are paid by
Company clients and, therefore, the
Candidate incurrs no financial
obligation.

Joseph A. Torcassi, Director
Robert J. Bushee & Associates
Suite 1001, Carew Tower
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
513/621-2015
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College of Engineering
Among Nation's Largest
T H E GEORGIA TECH College of Engi-

neering is among the largest in the
nation, according to Engineering and
Technical Enrollments.
The report,
published recently by the Engineering
Manpower Commission of the Engineer's Joint Council, shows Georgia
Tech's College of Engineering has the
nation's fourth highest enrollment of
undergraduate
engineering
students
based on fall quarter, 1974.
The report also shows that within
the college, several schools rank as
either the largest or among the largest
in the nation. Tech's School of Electrical Engineering, with 913 students,
leads the nation, as does the School of
Civil Engineering with 702 students.
The School of Chemical Engineering is
tied with that of Texas A&M, both with
352 students. Georgia Tech's School of
Industrial and Systems Engineering is
second only to Texas A&M. At Tech,
I.Sy.E.'s number 376. The School of
Mechanical Engineering, the oldest
school at Tech, is third largest in the
country behind General Motors Institute and Purdue.

No Grade Inflation
GEORGIA T E C H has not been

affected

by the current wave of grade inflation
that is sweeping across American college campuses.
Surveys show that since 1960, gradepoint averages (GPA) on the national
level have increased about half a letter
grade. On some campuses, it is no
longer a distinction to be on the Dean's
List. In about the same time period, the
average G P A at Tech has risen only
about .13 points. A recent survey of
26 colleges shows an average G P A of
2.82, nearly .30 points higher than
Tech. The average G P A at Tech is
only 2.53, the lowest of all schools
surveyed.
There are reasons for this difference,
says Dr. Frederick W. Schutz, assistant
to the dean of engineering. "First of all,

you have to remember that the averages for a technical school are always
lower than for other schools," he says.
In addition, Tech's tough curriculum
keeps grades low.
There is a high degree of competition
for grades at Tech, according to Dr.
Schutz. Georgia Tech attracts top
scholars. "Fifteen percent of this
school's freshmen received a perfect 4.0
average in high school," he says.
Dr. Schutz does not believe that
Tech's low grades keep students from
getting into graduate schools or getting
good jobs. "The harder grading increases Tech's credibility with a graduate school or employer and it is
through these surveys that employers
learn which schools have high standards," he says.

Tech Prof Looks
for Life on Mars
JERRY HUBBARD, an associate professor

in Tech's School of Biology, doesn't
need to read science fiction. He's up
to his test tubes in the real thing.
Dr. Hubbard is one of a team of
scientists who designed the search-forlife experiments on board the Viking
Mars probe. Today, months after Viking landed, they still can't say for sure
whether or not there is life on Mars.
But they haven't ruled it out.
In a report in Science magazine just
out, Hubbard and the rest of the team
put it this way: "Although the preliminary findings could be attributed
to biological activitv, several experiments remain to be done before such
an interpretation can be considered
likely . . . Given the unusual conditions
that prevail at the surface of Mars, the
possibility of nonbiological reduction of
CO or C O , cannot be excluded at this
time."
So, there you have it. Is there life on
Mars? The results of the experiments
don't prove that there isn't, and yet,
that same proof isn't strong enough to
say that there is. More test results will
be coming in from Viking in the
months ahead, and maybe then we'll
know. A
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